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Following a semantic wave 
Computing, and especially programming, 
is a subject with lots of technical terms 
that have precise technical meanings. 
To succeed, learners have to master 
the terminology while simultaneously 
developing a firm understanding of 
the concepts. A great strategy for 
supporting learners is to make your 
learning experiences follow a semantic 
wave.1 This involves introducing 
abstract concepts (with the associated 
terminology), but then using simpler 
language to explain their meaning. 
This is why metaphors, analogies, and 
unplugged computing are powerful ways 
to teach, provided they are used well.2 
However, it is important to then help 

ducators can improve explanations 
and learning activities in 

computing by using semantic waves. 
Semantic waves describe an ideal 
conceptual journey for novice learners 
to follow, shifting between expert and 
novice understanding, abstract and 
concrete context, and technical and 
simple meanings. It is part of Legitimation 
Code Theory (helloworld.cc/lct) or LCT 
(Maton, 2013).¹ Semantic waves have 
been successfully applied by educators 
across many disciplines, including 
computing, to plan and evaluate learning 
experiences. The theory also helps 
explain when and why metaphors and 
unplugged teaching work (and why, 
sometimes, they might not). 

students link those simpler meanings 
directly back to the abstract concepts 
and associated technical language. 

For example, when an educator 
introduces variables and assignment 
(using technical words and abstract 
concepts), learners are at the top of a 
semantic wave. To help learners descend 
the semantic wave, the educator might 
explain variables using boxes (helloworld.
cc/boxvariable). To help them descend 
further, the educator might then illustrate 
the explanation with physical props. 
However, the educator shouldn’t leave 
learners thinking that it is just about boxes, 
by talking only about moving values 
between boxes; they must help learners 
link this back to the technical and abstract, 
so that learners can surf back up the 
semantic wave. For example, the educator 
might do a step-by-step demonstration 
of a sequence of assignments in Python 
by putting values in boxes, or they might 
have learners follow a program fragment, 
to help learners repack the meanings. 
In traversing this wave, educators can 
support their learners in understanding 
complex, abstract concepts that are 
underpinned by concrete and familiar ideas. 

Language and context  
Experts and novices understand and 
describe concepts differently. While 
novices are more comfortable using 
concrete contexts to express concepts 
in simple language, experts are far more 
likely to describe the same concepts in 
the abstract, and to use precise technical 
language. Unpacking and repacking 
concepts is achieved by adjusting either of 
these two aspects. 

SEMANTIC WAVES

E

Educators can improve explanations in computing using semantic waves, 
unpacking and repackaging abstract concepts, and technical language

n This is a semantic wave for a lesson about algorithms

http://helloworld.cc/lct
http://helloworld.cc/boxvariable
http://helloworld.cc/boxvariable
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By decreasing the complexity and 
precision of the terminology (the semantic 
density),1 educators can make ideas more 
accessible to learners. Educators may start 
with precise terminology such as ‘iteration’ 
or ‘selection’, but then use less precise 
terms for novices (such as ‘repeating’ or 
‘decision’). An important final step is to 
return to the original and precise terms that 
were used to introduce the concept. 

The other approach to unpacking and 
repacking concepts revolves around the 
context through which they are presented 

(their semantic gravity).1 Educators do this 
all the time through analogy, unplugged 
activities, physical computing, and so on. 
A more contextualised exploration of a 
concept gives learners a concrete example 
to build their understanding. However, if 
learners don’t then step back from their 
concrete examples and view the concepts 
in the abstract, their understanding may 
become limited to the single context.

For both language and context, 
the repacking phase in the semantic 
wave is crucial: during this phase, 
learners explore the nuance of technical 
terms such as ‘algorithm’, as well as 
where analogies work, and where 

they break down. They move their 
understanding from the specific and 
concrete to the general and abstract.

Semantic profiles  
Semantic profiles are visual representations 
in a learning activity of changes in language 
and context, and allow educators to critique 
those experiences. Studies have identified 
some common teaching patterns that have 
poor semantic profiles, and therefore lead 
to poor explanations, and make it harder for 
students to learn, as follows:3 

High flatlining: The educator might only 
explain and discuss concepts in technical 
language and abstract contexts. This is what 
experts do when talking together. They do 
not unpack the meanings at all, assuming 
that the other has mastery of the language 

SUMMARY
Following a semantic wave structure: 

 n Helps make expert knowledge accessible 
to novices 

 n Varies the context of the concept to build 
links with concrete examples 

 n Connects the technical terminology used 
in activities with simpler meanings

 n Helps learners to unpack new concepts 
and repack them into more complex 
contexts, to encourage the acquisition of 
new knowledge

 n Promotes achieving a secure knowledge of 
one concept before progressing to the next

 n Helps novices develop both understanding 
of abstract concepts and mastery of 
technical meanings 

Considerations:   
 n Plan your lessons around a semantic wave 

structure; look for opportunities to unpack 
and repack concepts

 n Evaluate your lesson plans and 
explanations in detail, drawing the 
semantic profile

 n Make sure that across your learning 
resources you use both routes to 
expertise, varying either the language or 
the context

 n Avoid semantic flatlines (never unpacking 
or repacking concepts)

 n Complete each semantic wave and avoid 
down escalators

 n Encourage learners to write their own 
explanations using semantic waves

n  A high flatlining semantic profile

SEMANTIC WAVES DESCRIBE AN 
IDEAL CONCEPTUAL JOURNEY FOR 
NOVICE LEARNERS TO FOLLOW 

“

n   Educators can use simpler language to convey meaning, 
but they should always return to the technical language Credit: stock.adobe.com/Gorodenkoff

http://stock.adobe.com/Gorodenkoff
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the next concept before having repacked the 
simpler meanings into the technical meanings. 

Reviewing learning activities  
An important use of semantic waves, and 
particularly semantic profiles, is as a basis 
for reviewing learning activities. In a recent 
paper, Waite et al.4 used this methodology to 
review the Barefoot activity Crazy Characters 
(helloworld.cc/crazycharacters). You can read 
a summary of the paper on page 50.  

Try this in your next lesson! By using 
semantic waves and profiles, you can 
predict and monitor learners’ challenges and 
improve their learning experiences.  

This article was adapted from Paul Curzon’s 
blog,5 which is based on the work of Karl 
Maton1 applied to a computing context. We 
would like to thank them both for their input. 

and concepts. Such an explanation is 
incomprehensible to a novice learner, as they 
do not understand the terminology. 

Low flatlining: The educator might only use 
simpler examples and language, and never 
make the links to the concepts they are trying 
to explain, or move out of specific contexts. 
For example, in a lesson about algorithms, if 
the educator just talks about recipes, learners 
may understand the explanation, but never 
understand how recipes are like algorithms, 
or how they are not. 

Down escalators: The educator may 
structure an explanation to take learners 
down the semantic wave, but not back up. 
The educator makes a link from a technical 
concept, but learners do not repack the ideas 
during the activity. The class moves on to 
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n  A low flatlining semantic profile

n  A down escalator semantic profile

n   Educators should link the concrete example (e.g. recipes) back to 
the abstract concept (e.g. algorithms) or they will be ‘low flatlining’ Credit: stock.adobe.com/baibaz
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